
CAMPAÑA DE VERÁN 2022
Campos de voluntariado no estranxeiro

Fichas informativas

PAIS: REPÚBLICA CHECA

Nome do campo: Treasures of Jewish culture in Holesov - Código: SDA103

Modalidade: RENO,FEST

Datas: 20/07/22 o 31/07/22

Entidade organizadora do campo:  The workcamp takes place in Holesov,  a small  Moravian
town, known for  its large prewar Jewish community.  This community was almost  exterminated
during World War II  and there are very few members left  today. There is an important Jewish
heritage in Holesov – an old synagogue and also a grave of one of the greatest Jewish scholars -
Rabbi Shabbatai HaKohen (also known as Shakh).The workcamp also supports the work of the
Cultural Centre of Holesov which maintains the local cemetery and other Jewish monuments and
organizes the annual Jewish Culture Festival. The goal of this workcamp is to maintain the Jewish
cemetery, help with the organization of the festival and learn about Jewish heritage.

Edades: 18 - 99 anos

Lugar do campo: Holesov

The project takes place in Holesov (12,000 inhabitants), a historical town located in the south-east
of the Czech Republic. It is well known for its important Jewish heritage such as a rare synagogue
from the 16th century or Holesov cemetery - an important place of pilgrimage for Jews.In your free
time you can go on a trip to the UNESCO site of Kromeriz, visit the pilgrimage hill of Hostyn or the
open-air  museum of  folk  architecture  in  Rymice.  You  will  also  have  free  entry  to  all  cultural
activities organized by the Cultural Center and to the local swimming pool.

Cota extra: 10EUR

Idiomas: eng

Descrición:
Most of the time you will work at the Jewish cemetery and in the Shakhs synagogue (about 90% of
working  time)  where  you  will  help  with  maintenance  of  outdoor  areas  (cleaning  pavements,
weeding,  cutting  and  raking  grass,  maintaining  graveyards,  etc.)   You  will  also  help  with
preparation of the Jewish Culture Festival which takes place in Holesov during the workcamp.
Please, bring suitable shoes and working clothes. You will also work on the weekend (because of
the festival) but  you will get enough time off.

Aloxamento e manutención:
You will be accommodated in the building adjacent to the Holesov Castle in Holesov. There are
beds, showers, and toilets available. Blankets will be provided.  You will prepare your own meals
together as a group or you can eat in local restaurants. You are also invited to an annual traditional
lunch with city officials and the mayor. WIFI is not available in the building - only at the synagogue
and the castle.
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Punto de encontro:
The meeting point is Zámecká 1279, 769 01 Holešov (place of accomodation), in the afternoon
between 16 PM – 20PM. The easiest way to reach the meeting point from Prague is to take the
train from Prague to Hulin and then to take another train from there to Holešov. The journey takes
around 3 and half hours. Detailed travel information will be provided in the Info sheet.

Estación de autobuses ou de tren máis preta: Train station of Holesov

Requisitos:
Volunteers  interested  in  the  Jewish  culture  are  especially  welcome!   International  volunteers
preferred,  but  czechs can still  apply.  You can check out  photos from our last  workcamp here:
https://www.inexsda.cz/media/jewish-holesov-2020/


